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Farovon Khiva is the only international-class hotel in
the region, situated in the historic city of Khiva. It
boasts 106 stylish rooms with balconies overlooking the
inner courtyard and fountain, providing exceptional
comfort in deluxe, luxury, executive suites, and 6
presidential apartments.

The hotel has a total area of 2.7 hectares and 
holds a 4-star rating.

The cozy terrace in the hotel's inner courtyard offers a
unique atmosphere for pleasant gatherings, relaxation,
and enjoying the fresh air in the heart of the
remarkable city of Khiva.

About Khiva:
Khiva is a breathtaking oasis city with ancient walls,
minarets, and unique clay structures. With a history
spanning over 2500 years, Khiva rightfully earns its
title as a museum city. Every tourist will discover
captivating cultural monuments of ancient Muslims,
historic architectural ensembles built across different
eras in the city's existence.

Hotel Location:
- 33 km (40-50 minutes by car) from Urgench
International Airport
- 7 minutes walking distance to the vibrant local
market
- 3 km (10 minutes by taxi) to the old city of "Ichan-
Kala"
- 3 km (10 minutes by car) to the railway station of
Khiva

Address: Khorezm Region, City of Khiva, Kiyot Mahalla,
Buyuk Yul Street, 1A.
Contact Information:

Phone: +998 62 227 78 78
Email: reservation@farovonkhiva.uz

 www.farovonkhiva.uz

"NBU Invest Group" JSC
AKhodjaev@nbu.uz
+998781507094

KJuraev@nbuig.uz 
+998712330168



The banquet hall-transformer spanning 778 sq m and
12 multifunctional conference rooms, totaling 1628 sq
m, can accommodate from 10 to 700 guests, making
them ideal for conferences, series meetings, and
training sessions.

In the hotel's elegant halls, there are numerous
options for hosting weddings and family celebrations.
With a world-class chef, a personalized approach, and
attention to detail, the planning of significant events
is seamless at every stage of preparation.

The hotel features 3 restaurants and one lobby bar,
offering a diverse range of world cuisines.

- Khiva: Main restaurant open for breakfast.
  
- Milan: Italian cuisine restaurant.
  
- Tokyo: Pan-Asian cuisine restaurant.

- Lobby Lounge Istanbul: Turkish tea, coffee, sweets,
and dishes from the national cuisine.

Sauna Pool Gym

WELLNESS CENTER

All rooms are designed in a modern style and equipped
with 55" televisions, WiFi, individual climate control, a
minibar, tea set, coffee machine (excluding standard
rooms), a safe, ironing board, and iron.

Room type

Standard (single, double)

Standard (twin)

Disabled 

Deluxe

Suite

Executive Suite

Presidential Suite

31 sq.m

31 sq.m

39 sq.m

 70 sq.m

100 sq.m

257 sq.m

31 sq.m
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